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Abstract: This novel observational study concentrated on a single infant over a prolonged period of time to analyze whether
the three-point harness system adequately restrained the child within a portable infant recliner product when used in
accordance with product instructions. This methodology allowed for repeated observations of how an infant’s increasing
capabilities as well as familiarity with a product can affect changes in behavior and product interaction. Juvenile products
without specific safety standard requirements can benefit from this safety evaluation approach, where a Go/No-Go Criterion
was developed for the specific product features to be evaluated. This Criterion was assessed through the use of a live child
subject, which provided more accurate body movements and behavior than mechanical simulation testing or use of a dummy.
This work contributes usability testing information regarding infants under six months of age to the existing published
literature that mostly includes testing with older children.
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1. Introduction
Child product safety is of concern to manufacturers and consumers alike, and proper product evaluation and testing
can be valuable especially when identifying usability issues for parents or for the infants themselves. Often the true
interaction between a child user and a product is not necessarily known until that use is observed.
Previous usability research involving children and consumer products has shown that observation studies are
appropriate methodologies for researching how children play or interact with products or technology; however, these most
often involve older children (ages 3 - 5 and up) (Druin, 1999; Mauthner, 1997). In addition, these studies usually involved
multiple infants or children conducting a single test session each (Topping, 2010; Brickman, 2004; Barnett, 2004). By
contrast, published studies on older, preschool-aged children have incorporated repeated observations of the same subjects
for several hours a day on multiple consecutive days (Druin, 1999). A human factors study on whether children could open
stroller restraints conducted 15 observation sessions of children interacting with multiple stroller buckle designs, but these
children were also older than infants (ages 2.0-2.9 years) (Ridenour, 1997). Other human factors evaluations of stroller
restraint systems have included focus groups of caregivers or short-term field observations of infants, but not long-term
observations of infants as their motor skills develop (Lemer, 2002).

2. Practice Innovation
This paper presents a case study and practical infant product evaluation methodology especially useful for products
without established safety standards giving test guidance. A unique aspect of this evaluation involved long-term testing
covering the progression of one infant’s interaction with the same product, a portable infant recliner (shown in Figure 1). The
product includes a three-point harness with two plastic, side release buckles and straps made from polypropylene webbing.
Rather than observing children in the product for a short period of time, this procedure observed the same child
using the product over a long period of three months. This type of study can provide valuable information about how children
interact with new versus familiar products and the learning effects that may be present. Most importantly for the current
study, this methodology studied how an infant’s developing motor skills and abilities affect its interaction with the product.
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